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ABSTRACT
The debate over whether English language classrooms should include or exclude
students’ native language has been a contentious issue for a long time (Brown, 2000,
p195), but as of yet the research findings have not been entirely persuasive either way.
Those advocating an English-only policy have tended to base their claims on theoretical
arguments such as the idea of learning being heavily determined by the quantity of
exposure to the language. They have also based their teaching methods on the Direct
Method. Meanwhile opponents of an English-only policy have often focused only on
the fact that students usually support the idea of using L1 in the classroom (Critchley,
1999, p11), (Burden, 2000, p9), & (Mitchell, 1988, p29) and have tended to ignore
pedagogical evidence. This paper will attempt to demonstrate two points. Firstly,
that using L1 in the classroom does not hinder learning, and secondly, that L1 has a
facilitating role to play in the classroom and can actually help learning. Two
experiments were carried out in an attempt to substantiate these theories. In the first,
three classes were observed over a period of five months, during which time one class
was English-only, one permitted the use of Japanese by the students only, and in the
other, both teacher and students utilized Japanese. The progress of these three classes
is compared and then discussed. In the second experiment, four separate lessons given
to one class are compared (two where Japanese was used, and two where it was not
permitted). Despite problems with causality and perhaps the inability to generalize the
findings, overall findings do indicate possible support for both our theories, and thereby
for the use of L1 in the classroom.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The issue this paper is going to examine in more detail is whether or not the use of
students’ L1 in the classroom by either, the teacher, the students, or both, hinders the
learning of a second language (in this case English) or can facilitate it. Currently there
is a loosely enforced English-only policy at the institution where this research was
carried out and recently there has been debate as to its validity. This project in essence
then is a form of action research where the findings could have a direct impact on this
particular school and the way lessons are taught.
While there have been many theoretical arguments both for and against the use of L1 in
the L2 classroom, (which will be looked at in more detail in Chapters 2.2 and 2.3) there
has been little research carried out which has measured the exact effects of L1 use in the
classroom. Perhaps the difficult nature of measuring and gathering evidence in an
attempt to answer such a difficult question is the reason behind this. Not only must a
valid and reliable way of measuring and assessing student learning be established, but at
least two languages must be used correctly and clearly in the classroom as well.
How to measure the effects of using L1 on learning, poses a difficult and complicated
question. One obvious way to measure L1’s effects on learning is by trying to control
all the other variables, and then measuring the improvement of the respective students.
If student learning can be attributed directly to the use of L1 then a strong case can be
made in favour of using L1 in the language classroom. This is essentially the goal of
this paper.
As in any research field, terminology can often confuse and obscure the real issue.
‘Mother tongue’, ‘first language’ and ‘native language/tongue’, are essentially all the
same though it is possible to argue that there are instances when they mean different
things. For example; an Inuit person living in Northern Canada might use English as
their first language, but would not necessarily refer to it as their ‘native language’. A
local Inuit dialect would more likely be considered their native language, even if they
were unable to speak it.
Due to the specific nature of the subjects in this research experiment (all of them are
Japanese) the aforementioned terms will be used interchangeably. None of the
students speaks another language, and all consider Japanese as their first language,

native language and mother tongue.
Proponents of an English-only policy will collectively be known as the Monolingual
Approach. Those advocating the use of L1 in the classroom will be known as the
Bilingual Approach. It is recognized of course that this may be oversimplifying, but
for the sake of convenience, these terms will be used as they are, in this paper.
The primary goal of this paper then is to find evidence to support the theory that L1 can
facilitate the learning of an L2, at least in this particular situation and to demonstrate
that the use of L1 in the classroom does not hinder learning. Such a conclusion would
reinforce the researcher’s own personal bias, which has come about through his own
teaching experience.

CHAPTER 2.0: LITERATURE REVIEW
Before we can begin with the experiments, it is important to further examine the issue
of L1 use in a language classroom in more detail so as to be able to place these
experiments in the proper context. Important findings and arguments from opponents
and proponents of an English-only policy will be looked at, followed by a specific look
at the Japanese learner. Firstly though, a brief look at the issue from a historical
viewpoint.

Chapter 2.1: A Historical View of the Issue
A look at the history of L1 use in the L2 classroom quickly reveals periodic but regular
changes in how it is viewed (Auerbach, 1999, p12). Several hundred years ago
bilingual teaching was the ‘norm’, with students learning through translation. The use
of L1 to study L2 was almost universal and readily accepted, in part because language
teaching placed an emphasis on the written word above the spoken word. In the 19th
Century, this trend slowly reversed itself (towards a monolingual approach), in part due
to a shift towards an emphasis on the spoken word. The impact of mass migration,
colonialism and a large increase in research in the field, would further strengthen the
Monolingual Approach in the 20th Century.
The mass migration of peoples to other countries, particularly from Europe to America
was important because it forced educators to refocus their lessons, from smaller
translation-oriented classes to bigger classes, and perhaps more importantly, from
students with a common L1 to students with a mixed L1 (Hawks, 2001, p47). No
longer could teachers rely on using L1 to help them. The only way to teach was to use
the L2 as the medium of teaching.
Experiences garnered by the many teachers who went abroad during the colonial
teaching period would further help the monolingual tenet to evolve (Phillipson, 1992,
p186), as would British colonial and neo-colonial policies (Hawks, 2001, p47). As
English became the predominant culture in the British colonies, those who were not a
part of it, were forced to assimilate if they wished to better their life or be a part of the
ruling elite. Those moving to America were also forced to assimilate, if they wished to
make a life for themselves in the new country. This lead to the perceived superiority
of English above all other languages and would in part eventually lead to a commonly

held assumption that English was the only language that should be spoken in the
English-language classroom. The rapid spread and dominance of English, both
overseas and at home has been labeled Linguistic Imperialism (Phillipson, 1992, p193).
The rise of an English-only classroom for political and practical reasons (of the
teacher’s, not the student’s) conversely brought about the exclusion of the student’s L1.
Those caught using L1 were often punished or shamed for doing something wrong
(Phillipson, 1992, p187). The idea of bilingual education was seen as unnatural or
inefficient (Pennycook, 1994, p136). Perhaps furthering the desirability of an
English-only policy was the fact that many teachers themselves were monolingual.
They could not, nor did they perceive the need to speak the L1 of their students
(Phillipson, 1992, p188). By enforcing an English-only policy, the teacher could
assume control of the class, and would naturally be in a position of strength. On the
other hand, by using L1 in the classroom, the teacher risked undermining him/herself, as
the students being the better speakers, would control the communication.
The emphasis on monolingual teaching of English also inherently implied that the
native speaker was the ideal teacher. This was closely tied not only to political
agendas, but also to the economics of the global EFL field (Pennycook, 1994, p176).
English speakers could control all the employment opportunities, by being seen as the
‘ideal teacher’.
The appearance of the Direct Method of teaching just over a hundred years ago also
contributed greatly to the consolidation of the idea that all L1 languages should be
excluded from the classroom (Harbord, 1992, p350) & (Pennycook, 1994, p169). The
premise of the Direct Method was that second language learning mirrored first language
acquisition: lots of oral interaction, little grammatical analysis and no translation. The
Direct Method would soon be discredited when it failed in the public education system
(Brown, 1994, p44), but it would have a lasting influence on ESL/EFL classrooms.
Also, pivotal in forwarding the argument that L1 should not be used in the classroom,
was Krashen, who advocated maximum exposure to the target language. He stated
that all the lesson or as much as possible should be in L2 (English in our case), and that
there was a definite relationship between comprehensible input in L2 and proficiency
(Krashen, 1985, p14). Crucially though, this perhaps implied that time spent using L1
would only detract from learning. He even suggested that the reason exposure was not

always successful in facilitating proficiency, was because learners had access to their L1
either in class, or out of it (Krashen, 1985, p14). Others such as Gatenby 1950 (in
Phillipson, p185, 1992) agreed, by claiming that the language being studied should be
the mode of communication in the lesson. This idea that the L2 lesson should be
taught in L2, in order to maximize exposure, and thereby learning, is perhaps the key
concept which monolingual supporters have based their approach on.
The Makere report in 1961 further reinforced the idea of using nothing but English in
the classroom. There are five basic tenets originating from this report, which have
been called into question, but which were taken as the ‘truth’, at the time. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

That English should be taught in a monolingual classroom.
The ideal teacher should be a native English speaker.
The earlier English is taught the better.
The more English used in the classroom during lessons, the better.
If other languages are used, English standards will drop (Phillipson,
1992, p185).

Phillipson has described these as the ‘five fallacies’ of modern English language
teaching (Phillipson, 1992, p185) but the implications of these tenets are far-reaching
and their influence can be found almost everywhere English is taught, even today. For
the purpose of this paper, the first tenet is obviously the most important one.
Nevertheless, it becomes difficult to separate them, as they are all interrelated and when
combined they strongly proclaim an English-only policy in the classroom. Tenet 1
proclaims English-only is what should be striven for and conversely Tenet 5 claims that
the use of L1 will hurt learning. The more English used the better (Tenet 4) also
directly implies the less L1 use the better. The native teacher tenet (Tenet 2) also
implies native English speaking teachers are more valued than non native English
teachers, further emphasizing the superiority of English and conversely, the inferiority
of the student’s L1. Tenet 3 implies that it is better to learn an L2 when you are
younger, through direct exposure to the language, rather than when you are older and
can utilize your L1 knowledge directly to help in learning L2.
By the 1970s these five tenets would be incorporated into the Communicative Approach,
which quickly came to dominate language teaching. Native English teachers teaching
only in English and excluding the students L1 would become the goal for many

Communicative supporters. As a whole, the Communicative Approach firmly
believed the idea that monolingual teaching with authentic communication in L2 was
the best way to learn a language (Pennycook, 1994, p169).
Many linguists insisted
that the target language be used for all purposes in the classroom (Wringe, 1989, p9)
even when the reasons for using it remained unclear (Hawks, 2001, p47).
Communicative researchers not only believed in the use of L2 as the medium of
teaching, but many others also believed that L1 use actually interfered with L2 learning
and brought about ‘error transference’ (Pacek, 2003), thereby hindering learning.
These errors from L1 interference would be formed into what is now known as the
Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis (Brown, 1994, p193). It was thought that errors in L2
learning could be predicted by comparing and contrasting L2 with L1.
Some researchers claimed that the learning of an L2 followed the same principles as the
learning of an L1 (Phillipson, 1992, p191), which further reinforced the idea of using
only the target language to maximize exposure and consequently learning.
Even as recently as the 1990s, the English-only movement has been further solidified by
the various versions of the national curriculum orders in the UK, which established the
use of the target language (TL) as the means of communication in the classroom
(Pachler & Field, 2001, p84).
Recently though support for an English-only policy has been declining, and some
researchers and teachers have begun to advocate a more bilingual approach to teaching,
which would incorporate the students’ L1 as a learning tool. Others have even gone as
far as saying the use of L1 in the classroom is necessary (Schweers, 1999, p6).
Countries, such as China have been successfully experimenting with bilingual English
classes (Zhou, 2003, p6).
Many researchers now believe that the search for a ‘best method’ is a futile effort
(Lewis, 1993, p189), because there can never be one method that suits all (Nunan 1999,
in Pracek, 2003). Many methods have their place, and many techniques have their
place, depending on the differing circumstances of the teaching environment. By
excluding the students’ L1, we are severely limiting the number of methods and
techniques available to teachers.
After looking at the relative merits of the Monolingual versus Bilingual approach to

teaching L2, this paper will attempt to answer a simple but significant question: Can the
use of L1 in an L2 classroom facilitate learning?

Chapter 2.2: Support for the Monolingual Approach
There is some strong support for the Monolingual Approach to teaching in the literature
and advocates usually organize their support around 3 claims:
1. The learning of an L2 should model the learning of an L1 (through
maximum exposure to the L2).
2. Successful learning involves the separation and distinction of L1 and
L2.
3. Students should be shown the importance of the L2 through its
continual use (Cook, 2001, p412).
According to Cook 2001, (who is not a supporter of the Monolingual Approach) these
are some of the fundamental principles of the Monolingual Approach.
While the research may not be entirely convincing, it is considered likely that L2
acquisition is similar to L1 acquisition, which crucially, is based on the notion of
exposure as being the determining factor for learning (Lewis, 1993, p54). Children
learn their first language through listening and copying what those around them say, and
exposure to the language is vital in the development of their linguistic skills. The
Communicative Approach generally favoured a monolingual approach with adults for
similar reasons, justified on the pretence of maximizing communication in L2
(Phillipson, 1992, p185). Many teachers themselves have come to believe that as the
classroom is often the students’ only exposure to English that exposure should be
maximized (Burden, 2000, p5).
In regards to Cook’s second point, supporters of the Monolingual Approach have stated
that translating between L1 and L2 can be dangerous as it encourages the belief that
there are 1 to 1 equivalents between the languages, which is not always the case (Pracek,
2003). They believe the two languages should be distinct and separate. Supporters
of the Bilingual Approach might argue that to make the separation or distinction
between L1 and L2, explanations in L1 are necessary, because the teaching of grammar
is so complex, that without the use of L1, there would be little or no comprehension on

the students’ part, especially at lower levels. This is not true according to others, who
proclaim that actually quite a number of grammar points can be taught in the target
language, especially through the use of physical or visual displays (Pachler & Field,
2001, p92).
Regarding Cook’s third point, it is considered likely that the use of L2 only in the
classroom does help demonstrate the L2’s importance and can portray the usage of the
language being studied (Pachler & Field, 2001, p86).
Proponents of English-only also claim that using L1 in the classroom is not in
accordance with SLA theories, which advocate modified input and negotiation in L2 as
a means of learning (Polio, 1994, p156). Ironically though, negotiations of meaning
and trial and error often lead to what has been dubbed an ‘interlanguage’, where a mix
of L1 and L2 is used to communicate and establish the correct way of communicating in
the L2 (Weschler, 1997, p2).
One area in which there is strong support for a Monolingual Approach is the
multilingual classroom. Unless the teacher is capable of speaking all the respective
L1s in the classroom, there would seem to be no benefit of L1 use (Hawks, 2001, p49)
and indeed it would probably hinder learning.

Chapter 2.3: Support for the Bilingual Approach
Despite growing opposition to the English-only movement, its supporters remain
steadfast in their determination to use English as the target language and the medium
(Auerbach, 1993, p9) even though there are few specific references referring to actual
benefits derived from excluding the L1 from the classroom (Hawks, 2001, p48).
One reason why monolingual teaching has been so readily accepted is due to the
“language myths of Europeans”, and the belief in their inherent superiority over
non-European languages (Pennycook, 1994, p121). Indeed the stigma of bilingualism
in the ESL context originates from the ardent belief of the importance of English, and
the disrespect shown towards other languages (Pennycook, 1994, p137). English-only
has also come about through the blind acceptance of certain theories, which serve the
interests of native speaking teachers (Weschler, 1997, p1). However, there is now a
belief by some that the use of L1 could be a positive resource for teachers and that

considerable attention and research should be focused on it (Atkinson, 1987, p241).
There is also strong evidence that it is popular and students tend to prefer teachers who
understand their L1 (Briggs, 2001, p1). A study by Schweers, 1999 found 88.7% of
Spanish students studying English wanted L1 used in the class because it facilitates
learning. Students also desired up to 39% of class time be spent in L1 (Schweers,
1999, p7).
Much of the attempt to discredit the Monolingual Approach has focused on three points:
it is impractical, native teachers are not necessarily the best teachers, and exposure
alone is not sufficient for learning
The biggest problem with the Monolingual Approach to teaching is that it is very
impractical (Phillipson, 1992, p191). One reason the exclusion of L1 is impractical is
that the majority of English teachers are not native speakers (Hawks, 2001, p50).
Sometimes these teachers’ own English is not very good, and by insisting on an English
only policy, we can severely undermine their ability to communicate and consequently
their ability to teach. Another reason it is impractical is that to enforce the sole use of
the TL can often lead to a reduced performance on the part of the teachers, and the
alienation of students from the learning process (Pachler & Field, 2001, p85). Not
only that, but excluding L1 can lead to a higher drop out rate in ESL schools, whereas
when L1 is permitted, researchers and teachers alike report much more positive results
(Auerbach, 1993, p18). Monolingual teaching can also create tension and a barrier
between students and teachers, and there are many occasions when it is inappropriate or
impossible (Pachler & Field, 2001, p86). When something in a lesson is not being
understood, and is then clarified through the use of L1, that barrier and tension can be
reduced or removed.
The Monolingual Approach also supports the idea of the native teacher as being the
ideal teacher. This is certainly not the case as being a native speaker does not
necessarily mean that the teacher is more qualified or better at teaching (Phillipson,
1992, p194). Actually, non-native teachers are possibly better teachers as they
themselves have gone through the process of learning an L2 (usually the L2 they are
now teaching), thereby acquiring for themselves, an insider’s perspective on learning
the language (Phillipson, 1992, p195). By excluding these people and their knowledge
from the learning process, we are wasting a valuable resource. In addition, the term
‘native teacher’ is problematic. There are many variations of English around the world,

and as to what constitutes an authentic native English speaker, is open to endless debate.
Ultimately though, there is no scientific validity to support the notion of a native teacher
being the ideal teacher (Phillipson, 1992, p195).
Another problem with the Monolingual Approach is its belief that exposure to language
leads to learning. Excluding the students’ L1 for the sake of maximizing students’
exposure to the L2 is not necessarily productive. In fact there is no evidence that
teaching in the TL directly leads to better learning of the TL (Pachler & Field, 2001,
p85). Obviously the quantity of exposure is important, but other factors such as the
quality of the text material, trained teachers, and sound methods of teaching are more
important than the amount of exposure to English (Phillipson, 1992, p210). This is
particularly obvious with struggling lower-level students. Increasing the amount of L2
instead of perhaps a simple explanation in L1 is likely to have a negative effect and
simply add to the frustration on the student’s part (Burden, 2000, p6). Teaching in the
TL does have benefits but teaching in the TL alone, will not guarantee learning among
the students (Pachler & Field, 2001, p101), but excluding it, may impede learning
(Auerbach, 1993, p16).
In addition to trying to discredit the Monolingual Approach, some researchers have
attempted to demonstrate the positive effects of using L1 and have attempted to
categorize when it should be used. Humanistic views of teaching have speculated that
students should be allowed to express themselves, and while they are still learning a
language it is only natural that they will periodically slip back into their mother tongue,
which is more comfortable for them. They will also naturally equate what they are
learning with their L1 so trying to eliminate this process will only have negative
consequences (Harbord, 1992, p351) and impede learning.
One often widely misunderstood point which proponents of L1 use such as Auerbach,
1993 have been criticized for is that they are promoting the indiscriminate and wide use
of L1 in the classroom. Supporters of the Bilingual Approach have been quick to
clarify by stating that they do not support widespread and indiscriminate use of L1 in
the classroom (Auerbach in Polio, 1994, p157). In fact much research has focused on
the specific situations in which L1 should be used, and in which specific situations it
should not be used. Mitchell 1988, surveyed teachers and found that situations where
grammar was being explained were the area that most teachers felt L1 use was
acceptable. Other areas such as disciplining students, explaining instructions for

activities, and giving out background information were also areas where L1 use was
considered acceptable (Mitchell, 1988, p29).
Other researchers have suggested the use of L1 in situations such as eliciting language,
checking comprehension, giving instructions and helping learners cooperate with each
other (Atkinson, 1987, p243).
Harbord, 1992, concluded that there are three reasons for using L1 in the classroom.
They are: facilitating communication, facilitating teacher-student relationships, and
facilitating the learning of L2 (Harbord, 1992, p354). Cook elaborated further by
stating teachers should use L1 to convey meaning and organize the class. Students can
use it for scaffolding (building up the basics, from which further learning can be
processed) and for cooperative learning with fellow classmates (Cook, 2001, p410).
Perhaps the biggest reason for using L1 in the classroom though, is that it can save a lot
of time and confusion (Harbord, 1992, p351).
Unfortunately, seemingly endless lists of situations like these are often detrimental to
supporters of bilingual classrooms, as their ambiguity leaves some assuming that L1 use
is seemingly okay in almost any situation.
While arguing for the option of using L1 in the classroom, most researchers have at the
same time cautioned against the overuse of it (Burden, 2000, p9), because it can create
an over reliance on it (Polio, 1994, p153), and can oversimplify differences between the
two languages, create laziness among students and a failure to maximize English
(Atkinson, 1987, p247).
Others though, have shown that the ratio of L1 to L2 use in the classroom, does not
determine the maintenance of L1, nor the acquisition of L2 (Chaudron, 1988, p124).
Still others have shown that even when L1 is used frequently in the beginning, it does
tend to give way to English as the students progress (Auerbach, 1993, p19).
One rather unique finding, which may come as a surprise to some, is that the principal
users of L1 in the classroom are often the teachers and the teacher’s aides, not the
students (Chaudron, 1988, p123).
Although the Monolingual and Bilingual Approaches are theoretically very opposed to

one another, it is known that most teachers actually fall somewhere in the middle, using
mostly the TL, but also using L1 when needed. This has produced a profound sense of
guilt among some teachers (Mitchell, 1988, p28) & (Burden, 2000, p5). Teachers
often feel that by using L1 they are being lazy or showing a lack of will power to
control students (Burden, 2000, p5). Even when a study showed that 80% of teachers
did allow some sort of L1 use in the classroom, there was still a feeling of guilt among
those teachers due to the prevalence of the English-only ideology (Auerbach, 1999, p14).
A possible reason for this onset of guilt is that teacher training usually provides little if
any mention of L1 use in the classroom (Atkinson, 1987, p241) & (Hawks, 2001, p47).
There are many explanations as to why the topic of L1 use is ignored in training but
perhaps an association with the grammar/translation method scares off teacher trainers.
There is also the widely held belief that you only learn English by speaking English
(Atkinson, 1987, p242).
In conclusion then, researchers have found that evidence for the practice of
English-only is neither conclusive, nor pedagogically sound (Auerbach, 1993, p15). In
fact it is often detrimental to the students and the learning process (Chaudron, in Polio,
1994, p159). The findings presented here indicate that the use of L1 in the classroom
can be effective, and is perhaps necessary in certain situations (Auerbach, 1993, p9),
(Hawks, 2001, p51) & (Zhou, 2003, p5).
“Although the mother tongue is not a suitable
basis for a methodology, it has, at all levels, a
variety of roles to play which are at present,
consistently undervalued”. (Atkinson, 1987, p247)

Chapter 2.4: The Japanese learner
There have been surprisingly few studies on the use of Japanese (L1) in English
classrooms in Japan (Critchley, 1999, p10). Especially surprising when you consider
that learning English is compulsory in Japan and that Japanese students tend to be a
rather homogenous group, thereby making them easy to study (Okihara et al, in Gray,
2001, p24).
In Japan all students start studying English in Junior high school and continue until the
end of high school, for a total of six years. Learning English usually involves rote

memorization and the examination of grammatical structures (Okihara et al, in Gray,
2001, p22). The Japanese learner also often expects a structured approach, with the
right answers, and is often less inclined towards learner autonomy (Griffiths in Gray,
2001, p81). While it is possible to argue that this style of learning is not very
productive in western countries, it is important to remember that familiarity with this
type of learning could be what makes Japanese learners more comfortable, and therefore
more likely to learn. Other Japanese cultural factors and expectations can influence
the learning of an L2 as well (Okihara et al, in Gray, 2001, p25). These include beliefs
that teacher-centered learning is better that student-centered learning, and that repetition
is necessary for learning.
In regards to whether Japanese should be used in an English classroom, one study
showed that while the use of L1 in the classroom in Japan is prominent, there seemed to
be no general preference for either monolingual or bilingual classes among students
(Dwyer & Heller-Murphy, in Gray, 2001, p86).
However, other studies found that regardless of level, there was the feeling among
students that the teacher should know the student’s mother tongue (Burden, 2000, p6),
in some cases as high as 91% (Critchley, 1999, p10). Although students preferred the
teacher to know their language (no doubt a fall back in case of problems), only the
intermediate group wanted the teacher to use L1 in the classroom frequently (Burden,
2000, p7). More specifically, it was also found that students did not want L1 used for
grammar explanations although intermediate students wanted it used to explain difficult
words. It was suggested a possible reason for the desire not to have grammar taught in
L1 was that it brought back bad memories of English lessons from high school (Burden,
2000, p7). The majority of students did however want the teacher to use L1 as a
means of relaxing them (Burden, 2000, p8).
Although many Japanese students do seem to support the idea of using L1 in the
English classroom, they did however seem to realize the dangers of overusing L1, with
87% of them agreeing that teachers’ use of L1 be strictly limited to support activities
that are pedagogical in nature (Critchley, 1999, p10). The situations where L1’s use
was desirable were specified as when they couldn’t understand, and when learning
difficult words or grammar (Critchley, 1999, p12).
It would seem then that the majority of Japanese students studying English are used to

and desire a limited form of L1 use in the classroom, to help with learning and to relax
them. We can now turn our attention to examining if their desires have any
pedagogical basis.

CHAPTER 3.0: THE EXPERIMENTS
Chapter 3.1: The Context
This experiment was conducted at the University of Kent, in England. More
specifically, at Chaucer College, which is situated within the university, but is for
first-year Japanese students only. All the students enter university in Tokyo, Japan, but
spend their first year studying English in England, regardless of whether their major is
English or a different subject such as Business, Science or Computing. All the
students are aged 18-19 years old. They all speak Japanese as their first language, and
almost all have studied English for 6 years at secondary school. All the students in our
experiment were male.
Upon arrival in England they are tested. The test used every year is the KET test (the
Cambridge Key English Test). This test is the first level of Cambridge exams in
English for speakers of other languages (ESOL). Only the reading, writing and
listening sections were used (the speaking section was replaced by our own speaking
test). These scores determine which class they are placed in, ranging from level 1 to
level 10, with 1 being the highest and 10 being the lowest level. The students stay for
one year, living on campus and study from Monday to Friday, from 9:15-4:00pm.
There are 7-12 students per class and in addition to studying English they also study
business, history, geography, current issues, developmental studies and computing (all
in English).
At the start of their year it would be fair to assess the levels of the students as ranging
from false beginners to intermediate (our experiment deals with the former). Even the
highest-level students would not be able to attend a regular English university, and the
lower levels, can barely communicate or function in English. At the end of their year
though, a few top students apply to the University of Kent, while the rest return home,
to continue their studies.
The teachers are all very experienced teachers and all native speakers. Some have
taught at the school for 10 years, while a few have joined recently. Some of them have
also been to Japan, and can speak Japanese. While the official school policy is
English-only, some teachers who are able to speak Japanese, and who are teaching
low-level students, use Japanese in class, to varying extents. All the teachers are

qualified teachers and many posses at least a graduate degree in either education,
EFL/ESL teaching or in another field.
As the students live together, they unfortunately spend a lot of time speaking Japanese,
and have little or no exposure to English outside the classroom, apart from simple
shopping, commuting and eating out.

Chapter 3.2: The First Experiment
There are actually two different experiments in this study. The first one will compare
the progress of three classes, as they study English. They are the three bottom classes
in the school, from here on in known as MG8, MG9 and MG10 (with MG8 being the
highest and MG10 being the lowest class). They all studied English for the same
amount of time, and used the same textbooks in England. On the first placement test
(KET test), all their scores were very low but showed some slight differences. After
five months, they were given a similar test (KET test), and their progress analysed and
compared.
The main difference between the classes in terms of how they studied was that MG9's
teacher could speak Japanese and did so periodically in class. He used Japanese to
help explain things when they were not clear, to quickly clarify new vocabulary and
grammar, and sometimes to explain instructions. While English was the predominant
language used in the classroom, he described it as necessary to incorporate Japanese as
a tool for teaching and learning.
The teachers in the other two classes were unable to speak Japanese. Of course this
did not preclude the students from using it in class, but it did mean that Japanese was
largely excluded from the teaching process. In MG8 Japanese was not allowed at
anytime, even in student-to-student exchanges. Naturally this was difficult to rigidly
enforce, but it was explained to the students that it was in their best interest to attempt to
speak in L2 only and that this would lead to quicker improvement and learning on their
part. The teacher teaching this class firmly believed in the Monolingual Approach so
he enforced the rule as strictly as possible. There was a little resentment at first, but
afterwards there was almost complete acceptance. Naturally there were a few
occasions when students would lapse into L1. In MG10, however, Japanese spoken by
the students was permitted to an extent although the teacher was unable to speak

Japanese. Unfortunately the teacher was unable to verify exactly what the Japanese
was used for.
The first part of the experiment compared the progress of these three classes, to see
what, if any effect, the use of L1 by the teacher and students had on overall learning.
The second experiment (see Chapter 4.0) is an inter-class experiment. Four lessons
were taught to MG9: two with an English-only policy and two using Japanese when
necessary.

Chapter 3.3: The Expected Findings
It was expected that while all classes would hopefully show an improvement, MG9
would show a significantly greater improvement on the second KET test. In the
second experiment it was hoped that the students would exhibit learning/more learning
in the lessons where Japanese was available for them. If both these claims were to be
validated, then the researcher could claim to have found evidence for his theory that the
use of L1 can facilitate the learning of an L2 and should not be excluded from the
classroom.

Chapter 3.4: The Baseline
As was mentioned before, the students all took a placement test a few days after they
arrived at the college. The main purpose of this test was that it provided teachers and
the school with a way to allocate students into classes. Coincidentally, it served as a
good baseline for our research purposes. While it is recognized that this was not
necessarily the best way to go about establishing a baseline, this test has proven to be a
reliable way of testing students entering the college. The KET test of English tests the
reading, writing and listening skills respectively, in different sections. A separate oral
test was also given so that the students could demonstrate their speaking skills as well.
The oral score was not used for placement, but was recorded nevertheless. The other
three sections of the test were averaged to give a score out of 100, which is recorded in
Table 3.4.1. The oral scores were scores out of 20 and were done by individual
teachers using strict criteria of questions and prompts, for which students were assigned
points. Points were given for having progressed to certain stages, without help, having
been able to answer questions, and talk about the prescribed topics and demonstrate

viable understanding, as well as using correct English.
Here are the results for the three respective classes:
Table 3.4.1

MG8

KET Scores

Oral Scores

Student A

29.5%

8

Student B

28.5%

11

Student C

28%

8

Student D

28%

8

Student E

27%

7

Student F

26%

8

Student G

26%

12

Student H

25%

7

Student I

24.5%

3

Student J

24%

4.5

Student K

24%

6

Student L

23%

7

MG9

Average: 26.12%

Average: 7.45

KET Scores

Oral Scores

Student A

22.5%

9

Student B

22.5%

6.5

Student C

21%

6

Student D

20.5%

2

Student E

20%

7

Student F

20%

4

Student G

19%

4

Student H

17%

3

Average: 20.31%

Average: 5.18

MG10

KET Scores

Oral Scores

Student A

16%

5

Student B

16%

6

Student C

15%

5

Student D

13.5%

4.5

Student E

13%

4

Student F

11%

3

Student G

9%

6

Average: 13.3%

Average: 4.78

As can be seen from the data above, all the scores were below 30%, and ranged all the
way down to 9%. There was never more than a 2 percentage point difference
between any of the students, but the averages for each class were significantly different.
MG8 averaged 26.12%, while MG9 averaged 20.31% and MG10 averaged about
13.35%, for an average difference of about 6-7% between classes. All the classes were
separated into groups of 12, except MG9 and MG10, where the line was arbitrarily
drawn between 17% and 16%. The total number of students in MG9 was only 8, while
the total number of students in MG10 was only 7. It should be noted that one student
in MG10 returned home for personal reasons after a few weeks, so his score was not
included as no follow up score could be obtained.

Chapter 3.5: The Follow up
The follow up test was conducted about 5 months after the baseline. All students sat
the same exam, at the same time. The test was once again a KET test, although a
different version. The main purpose of the exam was that it served as a midterm exam
for the students, but for the purpose of this experiment, it serves as a good way to check
on the improvements made by the students.
The results can be seen in Table 3.5.1., below and are presented along with the results
from Table 3.4.1., for an easy comparison.
Table 3.5.1.

MG8
Student A
Student B

1st KET
29%
28.5%

2nd KET

1st Oral

66%
60%

8
11

2nd Oral
12
11

Student C
Student D
Student E
Student F
Student G
Student H
Student I
Student J
Student K
Student L

MG9
Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
Student E
Student F
Student G
Student H

28%
28%
27%
26%
26%
25%
24.5%
24%
24%
23%

52%
59%
35%
58%
38%
52%
55%
42%
51%
45%

8
8
7
8
12
7
3
4.5
6
7

10
11
6
12
10
11
6
12
9
9.5

Average:
26.12%

Average:
51.08%

Average:
7.45

Average:
9.95

1st KET

2nd KET

1st Oral

2nd Oral

45%
43%
52%
47%
36%
48%
45%
59%

9
6.5
6
2
7
4
4
3

9.5
12
11.5
8.5
10.5
12
10.5
13

22.5%
22.5%
21%
20.5%
20%
20%
19%
17%
Average:
20.31%

Average:
46.87%

Average:
5.18

Average:
10.93

MG10

1st KET

2nd KET

1st Oral

2nd Oral

Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
Student E
Student F
Student G

16%
16%
15%
13.5%
13%
11%
9%

26%
36%
33%
28%
43%
31%
74%

5
6
5
4.5
4
3
6

5
13
10
8
12
9
14

Average:
13.35%

Average:
38.71%

Average:
4.78

Average:
10.14

Chapter 3.6: The Results
It is possible to see a big overall improvement in the scores of each class, although a
few students actually scored lower the second time in the oral exams for MG8. One
student scored the same in MG10 on the oral exam, but all the students improved in
MG9, on all the exams.
The Oral exams offer the strongest support for our theory that L1 use can help students
learn and improve. The overall scores for MG9 (for which L1 was used) more than
doubled, as did the scores of MG10 (in which L1 was permitted), but the scores for
MG8 (where L1 was not permitted), while they did improve, increased approximately
33.5% only. Surprisingly MG10 actually improved more than MG9, but there is a
logical explanation. One student did very well in MG10, far above the rest, meaning
he could be considered a statistical anomaly and perhaps skewed some of our data. If
his score is not included, then MG10’s overall improvement is about 98%, compared
with MG9’s, which is 111%. If the highest student in MG10 is included, their overall
improvement rate is 112%. There is only a small difference in the improvement
between the two classes in which L1 (Japanese) was permitted. In MG8, where it was
not permitted, the improvement was substantially lower at 33.5%.
Overall, MG9 averaged the highest in the oral exams at 10.93, followed by MG10 at
10.14, and then MG8 at 9.95. In the original test, MG8 were at the top with an average
score of 7.45, followed by MG9 with 5.18 and then lastly by MG10 at 4.78. The data
here is also favourable to our claim.
It is also interesting to note that in MG8 the scores of two students actually declined,
and one stayed the same. In MG10 one student’s score also stayed the same. All the
students improved in MG9, although, the highest scoring student in the original test,
showed the lowest improvement overall, with an increase of only 5.55%.
On the KET exams, the results are more mixed, and generally not supportive of our
argument. Again, all the classes showed great improvement, and all the students
scored higher in the second test. The levels of improvement ranged from 29.6% to
123% in MG8, 65% to 247% in MG9, and from 62% to a 722% improvement in MG10.
The percentages for improvement overall are as follows; MG8 improved about 95.5%,

MG9 improved about 130%, and MG10 improved 189.9%. While we were expecting the
improvement of MG8 to be the lowest, we were surprised to find that the improvement
in MG10 (where L1 is permitted but not used by the teacher) was higher than the
improvement in MG9 (where L1 is permitted and used by the teacher).

When looking

at the total overall averages though, MG8 were still better than MG9 and MG10 were
still at the bottom.

CHAPTER 4.0: THE SECOND EXPERIMENT
While some of the evidence in the first experiment appears to support our thesis, there
are still some problems establishing causality (this will be discussed in Chapter 5.4).
So, in order to further strengthen the claim that the use of L1 in the classroom can
facilitate learning, it was necessary to carry out a second experiment. Only one class
(MG9) was selected for the second part of our experiment. It was felt that this class
was the best choice as the teacher could speak Japanese, thereby removing a lot of
potential obstacles from the design of the experiment. It was also felt that MG9 would
be best suited for the experiment as they were used to using Japanese in the classroom
and were also used to having periods when they were not allowed to use it. Unlike
other classes, the experiment could be carried out in a natural environment, without the
students being aware of it, and without having to adjust the established learning
conditions. By having one teacher and one class, it was felt that the conditions could
be controlled better, and any findings that were found would be more reliable and valid.

Chapter 4.1:The Background Context
The experiment was carried out at the same school as the first experiment, but focused
on MG9 only. As was mentioned before, in this class, the teacher was able to speak
Japanese (L1), and utilized it when he deemed necessary. The students were also
allowed to speak Japanese when they needed to (usually when their level of English
prohibited them from expressing what they wished to say or ask). Primarily Japanese
was used to help learning (explaining grammar, clarifying queries, translating new
words, clearing up confusion), but inevitably it was sometimes used for casual daily
conversation. However, there were several hours of lessons a week in which Japanese
was prohibited, in an effort to challenge the students to speak more English. So, it was
relatively easy to conduct the experiment within the normal confines of this classroom.
It was decided that in the first week a lesson would be conducted as usual, utilizing L1
when needed. The following week, another lesson was taught to them, without L1
usage being available. At the end of both weeks, the students were tested to see how
much they had learned. The two-week cycle was then repeated in reverse order with
two new lessons, so as to try and establish a measure of reliability if any positive (or
negative) findings were found.

Chapter 4.2:The Design of the Second Experiment
Due to logistical limitations, it was not possible to carry out an experiment that was as
comprehensive as we would have liked. Ideally it would have been better if we could
have separated the class into two groups, and used one as a control group, and one as an
experimental group.
Instead we had to use the same group and vary the lessons to
make a comparison.
An attempt was made to account for as many variables as possible. All four lessons
were carried out with the same group of students, and the same teacher. All the
lessons were deemed to have been of a similar level of difficulty, and the same time was
spent on each lesson in class. The tests and lessons administered were essentially the
same as would have occurred in any other given week, during the course, so as to
prevent any surprises and to prevent unfamiliarity from affecting the results obtained.
The students were not told of the experiment because it was thought that prior
knowledge of this information could influence the results. After the results were
collected, the students were debriefed, and their consent was obtained.
As the lessons were part of a well-established routine, the students were aware of when
they could use L1, and when they could not, so this was not a problem. In the lessons
where Japanese was used, it was thought that as per usual, Japanese spoken by the
students would be allowed when it was needed. Consequently, it was the students who
determined when L1 was used and for what purpose it was used. However, all
students abided by a prior class rule, that they were to use English unless it was not
possible, in which case Japanese was allowed. The teacher would usually not initiate
anything in Japanese, but would use Japanese if the students prompted him. His
Japanese was recorded so that it could be checked and verified later by a native
Japanese speaker to ensure that any Japanese he used, was used correctly and did not
mislead students.
Each lesson had similar components, such as the initial learning of new vocabulary,
which was necessary for mastering the key concepts in the main part of the lesson.
After the meaning of the vocabulary was established, the vocabulary was demonstrated
by the teacher and then manipulated by the students, with the teacher providing the
appropriate feedback. When L1 was permitted, students would often translate the new
word into Japanese, and check to see which part of speech it was. Then they would

practise using it, helped by some demonstrations from the teacher. A class set of cards
was also made, so that the information could be readily accessed by anyone who needed
it. The same pattern was followed in the English-only lessons, except that they were
not allowed to translate the word into L1, but had to define the new vocabulary in words
they already knew (L2 only). The teacher obviously assisted with this, by providing
plenty of examples, so that they could deduce the meaning of the word from the context
of its usage.
In the next part of the lesson, examples of the key structure for the week were examined,
explained and manipulated. Students were then required to perform certain tasks,
which helped them learn the key concepts further. After the point had been understood
to the teacher’s satisfaction, various tasks were given out to the students, where they had
to manipulate and use the new structures and grammar, to communicate with each other,
negotiate and exchange information. Efforts were made to insure as realistic activities
as possible.
At the end of the week, students were required to do a test where they could
demonstrate they knew the new vocabulary, could use it correctly, and could also
demonstrate that they understood and could use the key concepts of the lesson for that
week.
In order to provide evidence of learning, a baseline test was given to the class at the
beginning of each week. The baseline tests were similar to the final tests the students
were given, but obviously different in terms of the specific content, which was varied.
A comparison of these two tests and the differences between them would provide the
data showing how much learning had taken place.
The content of each lesson was based on four consecutive units in the course book.
The titles of the lessons reflected the key grammar components of each lesson. The
lessons were as follows:
1.Superlatives (L1 use permitted)
2.Past habits / used to (English only)
3.Conjunctions (English only)
4.Time clauses (L1 use permitted)

It should be noted that the method of teaching in these classes, could be criticized for
not incorporating the latest findings in SLA (Second Language Acquisition) and
although reflective learning and consciousness raising were encouraged, a lot of the
lesson could be said to have followed PPP (presentation, practice, and production).
However, it was felt that as this was the standard method for teaching in this school, and
the students were familiar with it, it would be counterproductive to attempt anything
radically new just for the sake of these experiments. The lessons in the experiment
were more representative of the type of lessons that generally occur at this school, so if
significant findings were found, they would be more meaningful.

Chapter 4.3: The Results
Here are the results for the first lesson on ‘Superlatives’ (L1 permitted)
Table 4.3.1.

Students

Baseline

Test

Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
Student E
Student F
Student G
Student H
Average

80.26%
53.94%
52.63%
65.78%
63.15%
39.47%
71.0%
59.2%
60.67%

93.4%
94.7%
89.4%
89.4%
88.1%
85.5%
86.8%
86.1%
89.18%

Here are the results for the second lesson on ‘Past habits / used to’ (English-only).
Table 4.3.2.

Students

Baseline

Test

Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
Student E
Student F
Student G
Student H
Average

56.6%
43.3%
23.3%
20.0%
36.6%
10.0%
46.6%
23.3%
32.46%

88.5%
77.1%
85.7%
71.4%
70.0%
34.2%
72.8%
31.4%
66.38%

Here are the results of the third lesson on ‘Conjunctions’ (English-only).
Table 4.3.3.

Students

Baseline

Test

Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
Student E
Student F
Student G
Student H
Average

96.6%
76.6%
68.3%
36.6%
50.0%
50.0%
50.0%
66.6%
61.83%

78.0%
70.0%
80.0%
78.0%
94.0%
32.0%
50.0%
56.0%
67.25%

Here are the results for the fourth lesson on ‘Time clauses’ (L1 permitted).
Table 4.3.4.

Students

Baseline

Test

Student A
Student B
Student C
Student D
Student E
Student F
Student G
Student H
Average

66.6%
63.3%
31.6%
28.3%
23.3%
26.6%
48.3%
43.3%
41.1%

86.6%
66.6%
53.3%
68.3%
50.0%
58.3%
70.0%
60.0%
64.1%

From the results we can see that the students were best prepared for Lesson 3, as they
scored 61.83% on the baseline. They also did well on Lesson 1 in the baseline, by
scoring 60.67%, but did far worse on Lessons 4, where they scored 41.1%, and on
Lesson 2, where they scored 32.46%
After a weeks worth of lessons, they did considerably better overall. Lesson 1 showed
the highest score at week’s end, with 89.18%, followed by Lesson 3 with an average
score of 67.25%. The two lowest scoring lessons in the baseline showed significant
improvement and almost surpassed the average of Lesson 3. Lesson 2 averaged
66.38%, and Lesson 4 averaged 64.1%.
In terms of improvement, Lessons 2 and 4 showed the greatest amount of statistical
improvement, no doubt because their initial scores were so low. In Lesson 2 the
average score increased by 104%. In Lesson 4, the average score increased by about
56%. Lessons 1 and 4 also exhibited increases in the average score, but as their initial
scores were higher, the increase was relatively lower. In Lesson 1, the average score
increased about 47%, whereas in Lesson 3 the average score increased about only 9%.

CHAPTER 5.0: ANALYSIS
With the completion of the research and the collection of the data, we can now turn our
attention to analyzing the results. Our analysis will focus on answering two questions.
The first is whether the use of L1 in the classroom hindered learning. The second is
whether the use of L1 in the classroom helped students more than the prohibition of it.
Overall it would be fair to categorize our conclusions as positive, in terms of validating
our research thesis. Results indicate that the use of L1 in the classroom does not seem
to hinder the learning of an L2, and in fact seems to facilitate it in some situations.
Results also show that English-only can help learning and lead to improvements.
However, upon closer examination there seems to be evidence that the use of L1 in the
classroom does actually help learning and lead to more improvement among the
students than English-only. It should be noted though, that there were some problems
with this study, which may have influenced the results.

Chapter 5.1: Analysis of Experiment 1
The results from the first experiment suggest that the use of L1 in the language
classroom does not hinder learning. All the students in MG9 improved considerably in
all aspects of their L2 as evidenced by the KET test and the oral exam. Some
improved more than others, but the fact that they all improved (quite considerably in
most cases) would seem to contradict the notion that using some L1 in the classroom
hinders the learning of an L2. Of course it could be argued that the students in MG8
and MG10 also improved, without the use of L1 by their teachers. This is not
completely unexpected though, as the students studied intensely for five months, and
were living in an environment where they needed L2.
The key to the results in Experiment 1 is that while all the classes improved, MG9
improved more than MG8 who were a higher class (based on the initial tests). This
improvement is most evident in the oral section. Not only did MG9 (where L1 was
used) improve more than the other two classes, but they also scored higher overall than
the other two classes. These results are probably the strongest evidence we found in
Experiment 1, to support our original thesis. The use of L1 in MG9 certainly did not
hinder their progress, and actually appears to have helped it.
The reason for this might lie less in a direct relationship between learning and L1 use,

but more in a sense of confidence that developed between the students and the teacher.
A quick survey among other, non language teachers, who taught all three classes, found
that they were almost unanimous in the opinion that MG9 exhibited far greater
confidence when speaking, compared to the other two classes. The students
themselves agreed and many said that perhaps the biggest reason for their apparent
confidence was the relaxed atmosphere in the classroom. They knew that if they made
a mistake or got stuck and couldn’t express themselves, they could always fall back on
L1, knowing the teacher could understand easily and would help them. Consequently,
they also didn’t worry about making mistakes as much, and considered expressing
themselves the primary objective of speaking. Interestingly enough, students in MG8
seemed to agree that they became hesitant when speaking in L2, knowing they were
fairly low-level, and that if they were not understood or got into difficulty, they could
not get help via L1. The students in MG9 reported that by sometimes conversing with
the teacher in L1 (especially near the beginning of the course), they felt they could get
to know the teacher better, whereby they could relax more, and feel more confident
when attempting to speak in L2, knowing the teacher and trusting he would support
them when necessary.
It would seem likely then that although the use of L1 in the classroom did not perhaps
directly contribute to the superior improvement in speaking of MG9, it did serve a
purpose, which led to the aforementioned improvement. Conversely, the prohibition of
L1 in the classroom, lead to lasting insecurities among the students of MG8, which
contributed to their slow improvement with regards to speaking.
In terms of the other test, which was administered (the KET test), the results are less
supportive of our position. MG9 did not exhibit any substantially greater improvement
than either MG8 or MG10. However, they still exhibited a very good improvement
rate, which further diminishes the notion that L1 use can hinder development. Clearly
learning was not hindered in this case, by the use of L1 in the classroom.
The results of Experiment 1 show that not only does the use of L1 not hinder the
development and improvement of an L2, it can actually facilitate it, by installing a sense
of confidence among the students, based on a trust in the teacher to support them when
needed.

Chapter 5.2: Analysis of Experiment 2
The results for Experiment 2 could be described in the same way as Experiment 1.
Overall it would be fair to say that they were fairly supportive of our original thesis.
In all four lessons, the average score for the class improved (possibly as a result of
testing so soon after having taught the structures). Only in a couple of instances, did a
student’s individual score decrease from the baseline. Regardless of whether the
lesson was English-only or a bilingual lesson, the students as a whole improved, further
supporting our initial theory that the use of L1 does not hinder the learning of an L2.
Upon further examination it can be seen that the students seemed to have a good grasp
of two of the lessons, before they were taught, both averaging about 60% on the
baseline test. The other two were obviously more difficult as the students averaged
about 32% and 41% on the baseline test. Fortunately for the researcher this
unexpected finding provided a unique opportunity. By coincidence rather than design,
one of the more difficult lessons was English-only, and one wasn’t. The same is true
of the two easier lessons. This gives us the additional chance of being able to further
compare the differences between English-only lessons and lessons where L1 is used.
Firstly, the results from the easier lessons will be analysed. Lesson 1 was on
Superlatives, and the students averaged 60.67% on the baseline test. Compare that to
Lesson 3 on Conjunctions, where the students averaged fractionally higher, with
61.83%. The difference between the baseline tests was insignificant. In Lesson 1, L1
was used/permitted during the course of the week, whereas in Lesson 3 it was not. At
the end of each week final tests were administered and the results were quite different.
In Lesson 1, where L1 was used, the student average improved from 60.67% to 89.18%,
but in Lesson 3 where L1 was prohibited the student average only increased from
61.83% to 67.25%. These figures indicate possible support for our argument that L1
use in the classroom can facilitate the learning of an L2.
It is also interesting to look at the figures of some individual students. In Lesson 1 the
weakest student (Student F) improved from 39.47% on the baseline to 85.5% on the
final test. His score more than doubled. In fact every student in the class showed an
increase of at least 13%, or more. Compare this with Lesson 3, and we can see that
while some students did improve, Student G showed no improvement, and Students A,
B, F and H actually scored lower on the second test.

Initially these figures also seem to support our thesis claim. Unfortunately there are
some problems with these figures with regards to comparing different lessons (see
Chapter 5.4). There is also the possibility that the second test in Lesson 3 was
substantially more difficult than the baseline test, thereby causing the scores of several
students to drop, and not properly reflecting the true learning that had occurred.
We can also compare Lessons 2 and 4 for further data regarding our thesis. Lesson 2
was on habits/ used to, and students found this difficult, as evidenced by their very low
baseline scores; 32.46%. Lesson 4 was on time clauses, and the students faired
marginally better, by averaging 41.1% on the baseline. In Lesson 2 L1 was not
permitted but this did not prevent the students from improving greatly over the course
of the week, and scoring 66.38% on the final test. All the students improved their
scores, although two students still did fairly poorly on the final test, showing that while
they had learned something, they had not fully grasped the full concepts of the lesson.
In Lesson 4, L1 was permitted and used by the students and the teacher alike. The
average score was only 41.1% on the baseline, showing the students had a great deal of
trouble with the use of time clauses. After a week of lessons in which L1 was
permitted, they showed considerable improvement, as in other lessons. They averaged
64.1%. The results of this lesson compared with the results of Lesson 2 provide some
rather interesting findings. It is often assumed that the use of the student’s L1 in the
classroom is most appropriate in low-level classes, where there is little or no
understanding. In lessons 2 and 4, our low level class exhibited low understanding of
the lesson material in the baseline test, particularly in Lesson 2. It was hypothesized
that as they seemed to have more of a grasp of Lesson 4, and that they could use L1 in
the lesson to help them understand, they would naturally improve more significantly, in
Lesson 4. The results show otherwise, and this is a serious blow to our research thesis.
The students did improve considerably in Lesson 4, further providing support for our
argument that L1 use does not hinder learning. However, the second part of our thesis
is not supported by the comparisons between Lessons 2 and 4. In Lesson 2 where L1
was not permitted, the students improved substantially more than they did in Lesson 4
where L1 was permitted. Even though they scored lower in Lesson 2 on the baseline
test, they actually scored higher on the final test, than they did in Lesson 4. This could
suggest that perhaps Lesson 2 was easier to understand, or that possibly L1 use is not
very important when trying to understand a difficult lesson.

If we look at the results for Experiment 2 together though, they are still favourable in
terms of supporting our thesis. In both the lessons where L1 was used, the students all
improved considerably, compared to only one of the two lessons where L1 was
prohibited. The use of L1 clearly did not hinder learning and a strong argument could
be made that it actually helped learning.

Chapter 5.3: An Evaluation of the Experiments
While there were problems with this study, its design worked fairly well, for the most
part. Because of the circumstances in which it was carried out, it was not possible to
design the experiments exactly as we would have liked. For example, it would have
been better had we been able to separate MG9 into a control group and an experimental
group. A retest a few weeks later would also have been beneficial.
Still there, were a lot of strengths regarding the design of these experiments. The
homogenous group of subjects meant that many possible variables were controlled.
The similarity in level of the three groups in the first experiment also meant that
comparisons could be made fairly easily, as did the fact that the same textbooks were
used in each class, the same amount of time was spent on lessons, and the same tests
were taken at the beginning and end of the experiment stage.
As with most research studies though, there were problems, which have to a certain
extent, undermined the findings discussed in Chapters 5.1 and 5.2. In Chapter 5.4
these weaknesses will be discussed and presented along with suggestions on how to
improve this kind of experiment in Chapter 5.5.

Chapter 5.4: Problems With This Study
There are two major weaknesses with this study. They are: the failure to establish
causality in Experiment 1, and the comparison of possibly incomparable statistics in
Experiment 2.
Causality is obviously vital for any research study. Even with favourable results, such
as in Experiment 1, the inability to clearly demonstrate causality hurts any claim that
can be made.

One reason why causality was weakened was the possible presence of other variables.
While many variables such as time, lesson content, student ability, nationality, and tests
were accounted for, a few variables were not, such as: teaching methods, teacher
personalities or even student factors. All of these could have skewed the results in
Experiment 1. For example: it was widely thought among the teaching staff that MG9
were on the whole, a more outgoing and talkative class. Perhaps this is why they scored
higher on the oral tests, but not in the KET tests. It is also possible that MG9 and
MG10 improved more in comparison with MG8, because they were smaller classes,
thereby allowing each student more talking time in class. Because variables such as
these cannot be ruled out, it is more difficult to argue that the use of L1 in the learning
process was the factor or cause, which contributed to MG9’s higher scores in the oral
exams.
The second major weakness with this study is the reliance on statistics as evidence of
learning. Tests and test scores are of course not always the best indicators of learning.
There is also the problem with interpreting statistics. Comparing the improvement of
classes based on percentages can be problematic, and in Experiment 2 it is possible to
argue that the figures obtained are not necessarily indicative of learning and possibly
not comparable. For instance, it is difficult to say that 1 percentage point on one
test/lesson equals a percentage point on a completely different test/lesson.
Also damaging to our theory is that MG10 improved more than MG9 on the KET test.
Although they were expected to improve more than MG8, the fact that they
outperformed MG9 was surprising. It is possible to argue that they were also allowed
to use Japanese in the classroom, and that this actually supports our theory, but of
course the teacher did not use Japanese, so this actually undermines our theory, and
perhaps gives support to the idea that L1 does not need to be used in the classroom.

Chapter 5.5: Future Research
In order to attain more convincing findings than the ones collected in this paper, there
are several areas, which need improving. The most obvious would be to create a
control group. This would allow the same lessons taught by the same teachers, to
similar students, to be evaluated. By controlling almost every variable and only
altering whether the group is able to use Japanese or not, causality could be attained.
This would also allow the experimenter to compare near identical lessons, instead of

similar lessons, which are potentially problematic. Naturally it would be important to
make sure that the experimenting did not come at the expense of student’s education.
To further strengthen claims, it would have been better to expand this experiment to
include not only low-level students, and also to go beyond using only Japanese students.
It is quite possible that nationality or student ability could have played a part in the
findings. With increased subject numbers and a more varied subject pool, it would be
more possible to generalize findings.
Another area that we would have liked to investigate more had we had the resources and
time would have been to try and ascertain in what specific situations L1 can help, within
a lesson.

CHAPTER 6.0: CONCLUSIONS
The results of this experiment have partially confirmed the original thesis. Due to a
personal bias, and an increase in recent research supporting this bias, we investigated
the use of L1 in the English language classroom. Before the experiment it was
hypothesized that L1 use in the classroom does not hinder learning, as many have
claimed, but that it actually helps learning. The purpose of this research was to try and
prove these two theories and find evidence to validate our claims, so that it could be put
into use at the college where this research was carried out. Indeed, as a result of this
research serious consideration has been given to the school’s English-only policy.
Early indications are that it will be abolished.
The experiment actually involved two different experiments. In the first, three
low-level first-year university classes were compared. One class did not permit the use
of L1 in the classroom, another did permit it, and the third actually utilized L1. The
classes were similar in many respects and this enabled us to compare their progress over
a five-month period. The results showed that in the class where L1 was utilized, the
students showed a significantly higher improvement in the area of speaking. The
reason suggested here is that confidence was the determining factor, and that L1 use
helped to foster this confidence.
In the second part of our experiment, one class was focused on. Four separate lessons
were taught to this class, two utilizing L1 and two which did not utilize L1. Results
were mixed in this experiment. The first part of our thesis was favourably supported,
as the classes utilizing L1 improved significantly, thereby showing that L1 use had not
hindered learning. There was mixed evidence regarding the second part of our thesis
though. In one comparison, the class using L1 outperformed the one, which did not
use it. However in another comparison, the reverse was true, casting some doubt on
the validity of the first findings. The mixed results were perhaps due to the design of
the experiment, which relied on comparing different lessons, and assuming they were
equal. If these problems could be addressed next time, more valid and reliable
findings could be obtained.
Overall though, the findings in this experiment could be classified as positive. While
there were problems, the findings were generally favourable and supportive of our
original thesis, that L1 use in the English classroom does not hinder the learning of an

L2, and can actually facilitate it.
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